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Abstract
A new password authentication and key agreement protocol called AMP is proposed
in a provable manner. Human-memorable password authentication is not easy to provide
over insecure networks due to the low entropy of the password. A cryptographic protocol,
based on the public-key cryptography, is the most promising solution to this problem.
AMP provides the password-veri er based authentication and the Die-Hellman key
agreement, securely and eciently. AMP is easy to generalize in any other cyclic groups.
Veri er-based protocols allow the asymmetric model in which a client possesses a password, while a server stores its veri er. AMP is actually the most ecient protocol among
those protocols. Several variants of AMP are also proposed. They are called AMP ,
AMP , AMP+ , AMP++ . Among them, AMP is a pure password-based protocol rather
than a veri er-based protocol. In the end, we give a rigorous comparison to the related
protocols.
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1 Introduction
Entity authentication is one of the most important security functions. It is necessary for
verifying the identities of the communicating parties when they initiate a connection. This
function is usually provided in combination with a key establishment scheme such as key
transport or key agreement between the parties. For user authentication, three kinds of approaches exist which may be combined for sophisticated use; knowledge-based authentication,
token-based authentication, and biometric authentication. Among them, the knowledge-based
scheme needs knowledge-proofs so that it is only for human mind ( memory). Actually, it
is the most widely-used method due to the advantages of simplicity, convenience, adaptability, mobility, and less hardware requirement. It requires users only to remember and type
in their knowledge such as a password or PIN(personal identi cation number). Therefore,
users are allowed to move conveniently without carrying hardware tokens; the user knowledge is also useful for unlocking such hardware tokens. However, a complex problem with
this password-only authentication is that a human-memorable password having low entropy
allows malicious guessing attacks. The problem becomes much more critical in an open distributed environment. A cryptographic protocol is the most promising solution to it.
Password Protocols.1 Since the rst scheme, LGSN[26], was introduced in 1989, many

protocols have followed it. Among them, EKE[7] was a landmark of certi cate-free protocols
though it gave several strong constraints due to the symmetric encryption of a public-key.
One variant of EKE, DH-EKE[7], introduced the password authentication and key agreement, and was \enhanced" to A-EKE[8] that was the rst veri er-based protocol to resist a
password- le compromise and to accommodate salt. Note that there is an earlier work which
describes the use of salt[39] but we consider the EKE families as roots. GLNS[15] is enhanced
from LGSN. Due to the ineciency and constraints of older schemes, several modi cations
and advanced descendents were spawned[38, 1, 37, 16, 21, 18, 19, 35, 40, 17]. However, some
of them have been broken and some are still being cryptanalyzed[2, 13, 32, 9]; most were
inadequate for the security proof due to ad-hoc methods of protecting the password. In the
mean time, OKE was introduced as the rst provable approach based on the work of Bellare and Rogaway[27, 3] and was followed by SNAPI[28]. Halevi and Krawczyk's work also
intended a provable approach but their protocol requires users to keep some additional information called a public password[17]. Most recently, AuthA and PAK have been introduced
separately[5, 6, 10] and they show the provable approach in this area is getting matured[4].
A family of the password-veri er based protocol is composed of A-EKE, B-SPEKE, SRP,
GXY, SNAPI-X, AuthA, and PAK-X[8, 19, 40, 22, 28, 6, 10]. The veri er-based protocols
allow the asymmetric model in which a client possesses a password, while a server stores
Readers are referred to Figure 7 attached in Appendix of this document. Jablon's work[18] is recommended
as the best tutorial for the password protocol study while Wu's work[40] is the best for the veri er protocol
study. Bellare and Rogaway's work[3] is the fundamental of the provable approach.
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its veri er rather than the password itself. A-EKE was the rst veri er-based version augmented from DH-EKE[8]. B-SPEKE was augmented from SPEKE which was ecient without
a veri er[18, 19]. SRP was ecient and practical even with a veri er[40]. GXY was derived
from SRP for agreeing on the Die-Hellman exponential[22]. SNAPI-X was augmented from
SNAPI and it was fully provable in the random oracle model[28]. AuthA was newly proposed
but very similar to the previous protocols[6]. PAK-X was enhanced from PAK[10] and it
was so recent version of those protocols that we could nd it when we were on nishing this
paper. We will give a rigorous comparison of our protocol, AMP, to those protocols.
Contribution. Our goal is to design the password-veri er based authentication proto-

col in a provable manner, which allows a server-compromise resistance via veri er and a
secure key agreement based on the Die-Hellman scheme. The protocol must be ecient
and easy to generalize by utilizing the main group operation. In addition, we give a rigorous
comparison of all veri er-based protocols. Our protocol was actually called u-AMP(Ultimate
Authentication and key agreement via Memorable Password) because it is an ultimate result
of AMP2 research project[23]3 . However, we call it simply AMP. Regarding several functional
issues, we also present four major variants of AMP. They are called AMPi , AMPn , AMP+ ,
AMP++ . Several minor variants also can be considered but they are explained implicitly.
Actually, AMP is the most ecient protocols among the exisiting veri er-based protocols.

2 AMP Protocol Design
2.1 Preliminaries
Since AMP is typically the two party case, we use Alice and Bob for describing a client and
a server, respectively. Eve indicates an adversary whether she is passive or active.  and 
denotes a password and salt, respectively. =: means a comparison of two terms, for example,
=: . Let f0; 1g denote the set of nite binary strings and f0; 1g1 the set of in nite ones.
 implies the empty string. k is our security parameter long enough to prevent brute-forcing
while l(k)  2k, !(k)  32 k, and t(k)  31 k. h() : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gl(k) means a collision-free
one-way hash function. '() : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g2l(k) means a one-way function. All hash
functions are assumed to behave like random oracles[3]. Note that we abbreviate a modular
notation, mod p, for convenience hereafter.
The Verifier. A veri er V is the information computed from salt  and password . It is

composed of an explicit veri er  retained by a server and an implicit veri er  obtained by a
client.  is computable from  whereas the reverse is infeasible in polynomial time.
2
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AMP implies a password ampli er which means a method of strengthening the low-entropy password.
AMP is the postdoctoral research of the author at University of California, Berkeley.
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 explicit veri er :  = g ,
 implicit veri er :  = '(; ).
If Eve knows  and  , she can nd  by the guessing attack or impersonates a server; this

is inevitable in all veri er-based protocols. Two veri ers are used for preventing the server
compromise attack in the way that a compromised password- le shows the explicit veri er
whereas the implicit veri er is actually necessary for authentication. '() is a one-way function that merely perturbs and expands  and  into a secure exponent[31], '() 2 f0; 1g2l(k) .
Salt. We assume salt  is disclosed in every protocol run. For example,  is retained

by Bob but transmitted to Alice in every protocol run. This is a typical case in the existing
salt system such as the Unix password le. We call this explicit salt. However, we can also
allow implicit salt by making both parties get  respectively without exchange, e.g., from their
identities[6, 24], though it is not favorable for upgrading the existing salt systems.
Random Oracle. We assume random oracles hi () : f0; 1g

! f0; 1gl k for i 2 [1; 5].
If Eve sends queries Q ; Q ; Q ; ::: to the random oracle hi , she can receive answers hi (Qj ),
all independently random values, from the oracle. Note that '() is in f0; 1g l k while h()
is in f0; 1gl k . Therefore, the inequality, 2l(k) > l(k), allows us to regard all of them hi () for
1
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simplicity. Let h() denote a real world hash function. For practical recoveries of random oracles in the real world, we de ne; h1 (x) = h(00jxj00), h2 (x) = h(01jxj01), h3 (x) = h(01jxj10),
h4 (x) = h(10jxj10) and h5(x) = h(11jxj11) by following the constructions given in the Bellare
and Rogaway's work[3]. j denotes the concatenation.
Numerical Assumption. We assume that all numerical operations of the protocol are on

the cyclic group where it is hard to solve the Die-Hellman problem as well as the discrete
logarithm problem. We consider the multiplicative group Zp and actually use its prime-order
subgroup Zq . Note that we should use only its main operation, a modular multiplication,
for easy generalization. For the purpose, Bob chooses g which generates a prime-order subgroup Zq where p = qr + 1. Note that a prime q must be suciently large (> l(k)) to resist
Pohlig-Hellman decomposition and various index-calculus methods but much smaller than
p[31, 33, 34]. It is easy to make g by (p,1)=q where generates Zp. Zp is also applicable
but Zq is preferred for eciency and for preventing a small subgroup con nement more effectively. By con ning all exponentiation to the large prime-order subgroup through g of Zq ,
each part of the protocol is able to detect on-line attack whenever a received exponenital is
con ned to a samll subgroup. We can use a secure prime modulus p such that (p , 1)=2q is
also prime or each prime factor of (p , 1)=2q is larger than q, or a safe prime modulus p such
that p = 2q + 1[25]. However, we strongly recommend to use a secure prime modulus p. Such
a modulus should makes our modi ed protocol secure and ecient.
4

2.2 Protocol Description
The followings are describing the setup and the run of our protocol.
Protocol Setup. This step determines and publishes global parameters of AMP.

1. Alice and Bob share g, p and q.
2. Alice chooses  2R f0; 1g!(k) and notify Bob, in an authentic and con dential manner4 .
3. Bob chooses  2R f0; 1gt(k) and stores (id; ;  = g ) where  = h1 (; ).
4. id indicates precisely a user name.
Bob should throw away  and  but keep  and  .
Protocol Run. Note that the cases, x 2 f0; 1g1 , y

2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g ,
1

1

1

2

1

 2 f0; 1g , and their small subgroup con nements must be avoided for a security reason.
1

Alice
input (id; )

x 2R Zq
G = gx
1

Bob

store (id; ;  )
id;gx

,!

;(gx  )y

e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)
 = h (; )
,
 = (x + ) (x + e) mod q
= (G )
K =h ( )
H = h (G ; K )
2

1

,

2

fetch (id; ;  )
y 2R Zq
G = (G  ) y
e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)
2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

11

4

3

1

1

H = h (G ; K )
verify H =: H
21

5

21

2

1

h(gx ;K)

,!

h((gx  )y ;K)

,

= (G 1 g e )y
K2 = h3 ( )
H12 = h4 (G1 ; K2 )
verify H11 =: H12
H22 = h5 (G2 ; K2 )

22

Figure 1: AMP Protocol
We imply by \an authentic and con dential manner" that the corresponding parameters are shared by
some safe method, for example, secure registration, o -line distribution with picture id proof.
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The following steps explain how the protocol is executed in Figure 1.
1. Alice computes G1 = gx by choosing x 2R Zq and sends (id; G1 ) to Bob.
2. After receiving message 1, Bob loads  and  , and computes G2 = (G1  )y by choosing
y 2R Zq . This can be done by the simultaneous exponentiation method. Note that
G2 = (gx )y ( )y = (gx )y = g(x+)y . He sends (; G2 ) to Alice.
3. After receiving message 2, Alice computes e = h2 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob),  = h1 (; ),
 = (x + ),1 (x + e) mod q and = (G2) . Note that = (g(x+)y )(x+), (x+e) =
gy(x+e) . She computes K1 = h3 ( ) and H11 = h4 (G1 ; K1 ). She sends H11 to Bob.
1

4. While waiting for message 3, Bob computes e = h2 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob), = (gx )y gey =
(gx ge )y = g(x+e)y , K2 = h3 ( ) and H12 = h4 (G1 ; K2 ). After receiving message 3, Bob
compares H12 with H11 . If they are matched, then he computes H22 = h5 (G2 ; K2 ) and
sends H22 to Alice. This means he authenticated Alice who knows  (actually, ), and
agreed upon K(= K1 = K2 ).
5. While waiting for message 4 from Bob, Alice computes H21 = h5 (G2 ; K1 ). After receiving message 4, she compares H21 with H22 . If they are matched, Alice also agrees on
K(= K1 = K2 ) with authenticating Bob who knows  .

2.3 Small Discussion
AMP passes four messages between Alice and Bob and agrees on g(x+e)y rather than gxy .

The existence of e is explicit because of withstanding Eve who stole  , i.e., the password
le compromise. For example, if Eve knowing  sends  x to Bob, then Bob will reply
with ( x )y and compute K2 = ( x ge )y = g(x+e)y . However, Eve has only  , x, e and
,
 y (= G2(x+1) ) so that she still cannot nd the key withoug knowing . Regarding the benets from the simultaneous exponentiation method, each party computes the exponentiation,
O((log n)3 ), only for two times, respectively. Final two steps can be modi ed, for example,
H11 = h4 ( ; G1 ; G2; id; A; B ) and H22 = h5( ; G2 ; G1 ; B; A; id). As we mentioned in section
2.1, we can remove  from message 2 for implicit salt (we show such a variant in the next
section). For updating the existing system such as a Unix password le, we can modify  such
that  = h1 (; h(; )) where h(; ) is an existing veri er. We supposed '() in f0; 1g2l(k) as
h1 () in f0; 1gl(k) . For the recovery in real application, recommending SHA-1 or RIPEMD-160
for 160-bit hash, we de ned; h1 (x) = h(00jxj00). However, if other functions of 128-bit hash
are used, we de ne '(x) = h(00jxj00jx)h(10jxj10jx) instead of h1 (x).
1

3 Extended Protocols
We present four explicit variants of AMP. They are called AMPi , AMPn , AMP+ , AMP++ .
AMPi is extended for accommodating implicit salt while AMPn is extended for non-veri er au6

thentication similar to clear-text password authentication. AMP+ and AMP++ are extended
for avoiding the information leakage arguments though such are not critical in AMP[24].

3.1 AMPi
AMPi is a simple extention of AMP for accommodating implicit salt.
Protocol Setup. This step determines and publishes global parameters of AMPi .

1. Alice and Bob share g, p and q.
2. Alice chooses  2R f0; 1g!(k) and notify Bob, in an authentic and con dential manner.
3. Bob stores (id;  = g ) where  = h1 (id; B; ).
4. id indicates precisely a user name.
Bob should throw away  and  but keep  .
Protocol Run. Note that the cases, x 2 f0; 1g1 , y

2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g ,
1

1

1

2

 2 f0; 1g , and their small subgroup con nements must be avoided for a security reason.
1

Alice
input (id; )

x 2R Zq
G = gx
1

 = h (id; B; )
 = (x + ), mod q
e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)
 = (x + e) mod q
= (G )
K =h ( )
H = h (G ; K )

Bob

store (id;  )
id;gx

,!

1

1

2

1

(g

x  )y

,

2

11

3

4

1

1

H = h (G ; K )
verify H =: H
21

5

21

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

fetch (id;  )
y 2R Zq
G = (G  )y
e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)

h(gx ;K)

,!

h((gx  )y ;K)

,

22

Figure 2: AMPi Protocol
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1

2

= (G1 ge )y
K2 = h 3 ( )
H12 = h4 (G1 ; K2 )
verify H11 =: H12
H22 = h5 (G2 ; K2 )

1

The following steps explain how the protocol is executed in Figure 2.
1. Alice computes G1 = gx by choosing x 2R Zq and sends (id; G1 ) to Bob.
2. After receiving message 1, Bob loads  , and computes G2 = (G1  )y by choosing y 2R
Zq . This can be done by the simultaneous exponentiation method. Note that G2 =
(gx )y ( )y = (gx  )y = g(x+)y . He sends G2 to Alice.
3. While waiting for message 2, Alice computes  = h1 (id; B; ) and  = (x + ),1 mod q.
After receiving message 2, Alice computes e = h2 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob),  =  (x +
e) mod q and = (G2 ). Note that = (g(x+)y )(x+), (x+e) = gy(x+e) . She computes
K1 = h3 ( ) and H11 = h4 (G1 ; K1 ). She sends H11 to Bob.
1

4. While waiting for message 3, Bob computes e = h2 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob), = (gx )y gey =
(gx ge )y = g(x+e)y , K2 = h3 ( ) and H12 = h4 (G1 ; K2 ). After receiving message 3, Bob
compares H12 with H11 . If they are matched, then he computes H22 = h5 (G2 ; K2 ) and
sends H22 to Alice. This means he authenticated Alice who knows  (actually, ), and
agreed upon K(= K1 = K2 ).
5. While waiting for message 4 from Bob, Alice computes H21 = h5 (G2 ; K1 ). After receiving message 4, she compares H21 with H22 . If they are matched, Alice also agrees on
K(= K1 = K2 ) with authenticating Bob who knows  .
AMPi reduces its running time by allowing Alice to compute mod q inverse while waiting for

message 2 from Bob. This is due to the use of implicit salt.

3.2 AMPn
AMPn is a simple extention of AMP for accommdating non-veri er authentication similar to

clear-text password authentication. Its assumption is that the protocol is vulnerable to the
password le compromise as like EKE. The goal of this extention is only for maximizing eciency not for security. Actually, AMPn is the most ecient but more vulnerable compared to
other AMP's (as like comparing EKE and A-EKE). So we call AMPn \AMP-naked" because
it is not protected by e and salted  .
Protocol Setup. This step determines and publishes global parameters of AMPn .

1. Alice and Bob share g, p and q.
2. Alice chooses  2R f0; 1g!(k) and notify Bob, in an authentic and con dential manner.
3. Bob stores (id;  = g ) where  = h1 ().
4. id indicates precisely a user name.
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Bob should throw away  and  but keep  .
Protocol Run. Note that the cases, x 2 f0; 1g1 , y

2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g ,
1

1

1

1

2

 2 f0; 1g , and their small subgroup con nements must be avoided for a security reason.
1

Alice
input (id; )

x 2R Zq
G = gx
1

 = h ()
 = (x + ), x mod q
= (G )
K =h ( )
H = h (G ; K )

Bob

store (id;  )
id;gx

,!

1

1

(g

x  )y

,

2

1

11

3

2

1

1

H = h (G ; K )
verify H =: H
21

4

21

2

1

fetch (id;  )
y 2R Zq
G = (G  )y
= (G )y
K =h ( )
H = h (G ; K )
verify H =: H
H = h (G ; K )
2

1

1

h(gx ;K)

,!

h((gx  )y ;K)

,

2

12

2

3

1

2

11

22

4

12

2

2

22

Figure 3: AMPn Protocol
The following steps explain how the protocol is executed in Figure 3.
1. Alice computes G1 = gx by choosing x 2R Zq and sends (id; G1 ) to Bob.
2. After receiving message 1, Bob loads  , and computes G2 = (G1  )y by choosing y 2R
Zq . This can be done by the simultaneous exponentiation method. Note that G2 =
(gx )y ( )y = (gx  )y = g(x+)y . He sends G2 to Alice.
3. While waiting for message 2, Alice computes  = h1 () and  = (x + ),1 x mod q. After receiving message 2, Alice computes = (G2 ) . Note that = (g(x+)y )(x+), x =
gyx . She computes K1 = h2 ( ) and H11 = h3(G1 ; K1 ). She sends H11 to Bob.
1

4. While waiting for message 3, Bob computes = (gx )y gy = (gx )y = gxy , K2 = h2 ( )
and H12 = h3 (G1 ; K2 ). After receiving message 3, Bob compares H12 with H11 . If they
are matched, then he computes H22 = h4 (G2 ; K2 ) and sends H22 to Alice. This means
he authenticated Alice who knows  (actually,  rather than only ), and agreed upon
K(= K1 = K2 ).
9

5. While waiting for message 4 from Bob, Alice computes H21 = h4 (G2 ; K1 ). After receiving message 4, she compares H21 with H22 . If they are matched, Alice also agrees on
K(= K1 = K2 ) with authenticating Bob who knows  .
AMPn , so-called AMP-naked, extremely reduces its running time by allowing Alice to compute
all mod q operations while waiting for message 2 from Bob and by allowing both parties not
to compute e-related operations at all. This is due to the \naked-assumption" such that the
protocol is vulnerable to the password le compromise. For example, if Eve who stole  sends
 x to Bob, she can complete the protocol because G2 =  (x+1)y while =  xy [20]. However,
AMPn provides much more well-de ned form of authentication for having EKE-security.

3.3 AMP

+

AMP+ is a simple extention of AMP for avoiding information leakage arguments. Such arguments are simple (message and key are clearly unrelated?) and not harmful in AMP[24].
Protocol setup of AMP+ is exactly same to that of AMP so that we skip it.
Protocol Run. Note that the cases, x 2 f0; 1g1 , y

2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g ,
1

1

1

2

1

 2 f0; 1g , and their small subgroup con nements must be avoided for a security reason.
(id; ) Alice
Bob (id; ;  )
x 2R Zq
id;gx
G = gx
,!
fetch (id; ;  )
y 2R Zq
e = h (G ; id; Alice; Bob)
e = h (G ; id; Alice; Bob)
xe
y
; g
,
G = (G e  )y
e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)
e = h (G ; G ; id; Alice; Bob)
 = h (; )
 = (xe + ), (x + e ) mod q
= (G )
= (G ge )y
K =h ( )
K =h ( )
x
h g ;K
H = h (G ; K )
,!
H = h (G ; K )
verify H =: H
h gx  y ;K
H = h (G ; K )
,
H = h (G ; K )
:
verify H = H
Figure 4: AMP Protocol
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The following steps explain how the protocol is executed in Figure 4.
1. Alice computes G1 = gx by choosing x 2R Zq and sends (id; G1 ) to Bob.
2. After receiving message 1, Bob loads  and  , and computes e1 = h2 (G1 ; id; Alice; Bob),
G2 = (G1e  )y by choosing y 2R Zq . This can be done by the simultaneous exponentiation method. Note that G2 = (gx )e y ( )y = g(xe +)y . He sends (; G2 ) to Alice.
1

1

1

3. While waiting message 2, Alice computes e1 = h2 (G1 ; id; Alice; Bob). After receiving
message 2, Alice computes e2 = h3 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob),  = h1 (; ),  = (xe1 +
),1 (x + e2 ) mod q and = (G2) . Note that = (g(xe +)y )(xe +), (x+e ) = gy(x+e ).
She computes K1 = h4 ( ) and H11 = h5 (G1 ; K1 ). She sends H11 to Bob.
1

1

1

2

2

4. While waiting for message 3, Bob computes e = h2 (G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob), = (gx )y ge y =
(gx ge )y = g(x+e )y , K2 = h4 ( ) and H12 = h5 (G1 ; K2 ). After receiving message 3, Bob
compares H12 with H11 . If they are matched, then he computes H22 = h6 (G2 ; K2 ) and
sends H22 to Alice. This means he authenticated Alice who knows  (actually, ), and
agreed upon K(= K1 = K2 ).
2

2

2

5. While waiting for message 4 from Bob, Alice computes H21 = h6 (G2 ; K1 ). After receiving message 4, she compares H21 with H22 . If they are matched, Alice also agrees on
K(= K1 = K2 ) with authenticating Bob who knows  .
We should de ne h6 (x) = h(10jxj01) for AMP+. The randomness of e1 is totally dependent
upon the randomness of gx so that Bob cannot contribute to its randomness, while the
randomness of e2 is dependent upon the randomness of G2 as well as gx . The information
leakage argument has been clearly avoided since G2 = g(xe +)y while the agreed key is
g(x+e )y . They have di erent structures so that G2 is not related to the agreed key regarding
the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem and the Die-Hellman problem.
1

2

3.4 AMP

++

AMP+ is the second extention of AMP for avoiding information leakage arguments.
Protocol Setup. This step determines and publishes global parameters of AMP++ .

1. Alice and Bob shares g, p and q.
2. Alice chooses  2R f0; 1g!(k) and notify Bob, in an authentic manner.
3. id indicates an identi er or name of Alice; more precisely a user name.
4. Bob stores (id;  = g, ) where  = h1 (id; Bob; )5 .
5

We can also use the explicit salt scheme such that  = h1 (; ) where  2R f0; 1gt(k) . See later part.

11

Bob should throw away  and  but keep id and  .
Protocol Run. The following describes how to run AMP++ . Note that the cases, x1

2

f0; 1g , x 2 f0; 1g , y 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g , G 2 f0; 1g ,  2 f0; 1g ,, and
1

1
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0

1

1

1

1

2

1

their small subgroup con nements must be avoided for a security reason.
Alice
Bob
input (id; )
store (id;  )

x ; x 2R Zq
 = h (id; Bob; )
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,
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Figure 5: AMP++ Protocol
The following steps describe how the protocol is executed in Figure 5.
1. Alice computes  = h1 (id; Bob; ), G0 = x1 +  mod q, and G1 = gx by choosing
x1 ; x2 2R Zq and sends (id; G0 ; G1 ) to Bob.
2

2. After receiving message 1, Bob loads  , and computes G2 = (G1  )y by choosing y 2R Zq .
This can be done by the simultaneous exponentiation method, i.e., G1 y  y . Note that
G2 = (gx  )y = g(x ,)y . He sends G2 to Alice.
2

2

3. After receiving message 2, Alice computes e = h2 (G0 ; G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob),  = (x2 ,
),1 (x1 + ex2 ) mod q, and = (G2 ). Note that = (g(x ,)y )(x ,), (x +ex ) =
gy(x +ex ). She computes K1 = h3 ( ) and H11 = h4 (G0 ; G1 ; K1 ). She sends H11 to Bob.
2

1

2

12

2

1

1

2

4. While waiting for message 3, Bob computes e = h2 (G0 ; G1 ; G2 ; id; Alice; Bob), =
(g)G y ( )y (G1 )ey , K2 = h3 ( ) and H12 = h4 (G0 ; G1 ; K2 ). Note = g(x +)y g,y gx ey =
g(x +ex )y . After receiving message 3, Bob compares H11 with H12 . If they are equal
to each other, then he computes H22 = h5 (G2 ; K2 ) and sends it to Alice. This means
he authenticated Alice who knows  (actually, ), and agreed upon K(= K1 = K2 ).
0

1

1

2

2

5. While waiting for message 4, Alice computes H21 = h5 (G2 ; K1 ). After receiving message
4, she compares H12 with H22 . If H12 = H12 , Alice also agrees on K(= K1 = K2 ) with
authenticating Bob who knows  .
AMP++ also avoids the information leakage argument since the agreed key is g(x +ex )y while
1

G =g

,)y . Note that

2

needs 25% more multi-precision multiplications than a
does on the average through the simultaneous multiple exponentiation method[36, 29]. Considering the bene t of the simultaneous method, the parallel exponentiation is still three
times (3E ) due to the use of implicit salt.
2

(x2

a b c

Explicit Salt in AMP++ . For eciency (3E ), we considered the implicit salt scheme.

However, we can accommodate the conventional salt scheme at the cost of parallel exponentiation (4E ). For using explicit salt, Alice should compute  after receiving message 2 so
that she could compute and pass G0 with H1 in step 3. Therefore, Bob is able to compute
after receiving message 3. That is, the protocol loses the parallel compution of and so
that the parallel exponentiation cost is to be 4E rather than 3E . This is the worst case in
our AMP family.

4 Analysis and Comparison
This section examines the security against conventional attacks and then discusses the advantages and disadvantages of AMP in terms of security, eciency and constraints, while
comparing AMP to other functionally-similar (secure) protocols such as A-EKE, B-SPEKE,
SRP, GXY, SNAPI-X, AuthA and PAK-X[8, 19, 40, 28, 6, 10]. AMP implies the original
protocol and other extentions if we do not explicitly notify.

4.1 Security of AMP
1. AMP provides perfect forward secrecy via the Die-Hellman problem. That is, even if
 (or ) is compromised, Eve cannot nd old session keys because she is not able to
solve the Die-Hellman problem.
2. Denning-Sacco attack is the case that Eve, who compromised an old session key, attempts to nd  or to make the oracle accept her[11]. For the purpose, Eve also has
to solve the Die-Hellman problem. Moreover, the actual session key is computed
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by K = h2 (gxy ). Therefore, a compromised old session key is not helpful for Eve in
attempting the Denning-Sacco attack.
3. Replay attack is negligible because G1 should include an ephemeral parameter of Alice
while the others such as G2 , H1 and H2 , should include ephemeral parameters of both
parties of the session. Finding those parameters is similar to solving the discrete logarithm problem and each parameter is bounded by 2,l(k) < 2,k . Therefore, both active
replay and succeeding veri cation are negligible.
4. Small subgroup con nement is defeated and avoided by con ning to the large prime-order
subgroup. An intentional small subgroup con nement can be detected eaisly.
5. On-line guessing attack is detectable and the following o -line analysis can be frustrated,
even if Eve attempts to disguise parties. Impersonation of the party or man-in-the-middle
attack is also infeasible without knowing  or  . Actually, Eve is able to perform the
on-line attack in either side such as Alice or Bob but such an attack is detectable.
6. O -line guessing attack is also infeasible because Eve cannot disintegrate G2 . Partition attack is to reduce the set of passwords logarithmically by asking the oracle in parallel with
o -line analysis, while chosen exponent attack is to analyze it via her chosen exponent.
Both attacks are infeasible because Eve cannot solve or reduce y0 = (x + )y(x + 0 ),1 .
7. Security against password- le compromise is the basic property of AMP except AMPn
that has a naked assumption.
8. Information leakage is not critical in AMP by virtue of random oracles for  and e,
though AMP+ and AMP++ were proposed for clearance of related arguments.

4.2 Eciency and Constraints
Performance of these protocol families can be approximated in terms of communication and
computation loads (see Table 1). We summarize the eciency and constraints of AMP.
Efficiency. The eciency of AMP can be discussed as follows.

1. In the aspect of a communication load, AMP has only four protocol steps while the
number of large message blocks is only two in AMP. They are G1 and G2 . For AMP++ ,
the size of G0 can be bounded by l(k) +  with negligible  when we use a secure prime.
2. A total amount of execution time could be approximated by the number of modular
exponentiation by considering the parallel execution of both parties. We describe it as
E (Alice : Bob). Note that AMP has intrinsically only 3E , except that AMP++ has 4E
with explicit salt. AMP has E ((g)x : ,), E (, : (G1y  y ) and E ((G2 ) : (G1 )y g( ey) while
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all variants except AMP++ with explicit salt have similar operations. Here ',' means
no-exponentiation such as O((log n)3 ).
3. Each party of AMP performs only two exponentiations, respectively. It is the same to
the number in the Die-Hellman scheme though AMP needs some more operations for
larger base, Zq operation or simultaneous exponentiation.
4. For run time parameters, each party generates only one random number, respectively,
in AMP and AMP+ . Alice can reduce her run time exponentiations to only one and
parallel exponentiations to only two, by pre-computation of gx . AMP++ needs Alice to
generate two random numbers.
5. G2 can bene t from the simultaneous exponentiation method as (G1 )y  y . of AMP++
must bene t from the simultaneous exponentiation method. As we mentioned already,
a b needs 16% and a b c needs 25% more multi-precision multiplications than a
does on the average[36, 29].
6. In step 3, Alice should compute (y + ),1 but only in the q-order subgroup. Modular
inversion, O((log q)2 ), could be negligible against modular exponentiation, O((log p)3 ).
Moreover, the size of q can be bounded by only l(k) +  with negligible  by virtue of a
secure prime. Note that O(log l(k)) << O(log p).
7. AMP uses the main group operation so that it is easy-to-generalize in any cyclic groups.
Therefore, AMP can be easily implemented on the elliptic curve group. A generalization
on such a group must be very useful for further eciency of space and speed, though
there may a patent restriction.
A rigorous comparison to the other protocols is made in section 4.3
Constraints. AMP gives very light constraints as follows.

1. AMP prefers g to be a generator of the large ( l(k)) prime-order subgroup Zq for defeating and avoiding a small subgroup con nement e ectively by con ning exponentials
into the large prime-order subgroup[31]. A secure prime modulus is higly recommended
for easy detection of an intentional small subgroup con nement and great eciency of
the protocols though a safe prime modulus is also favorable. Note that the secure prime
is easier to get than the safe prime[25].
2. A compromise of  allows a guessing attack or a server impersonation but it is an
inevitable feature of all veri er-based protocols[40].
3. AMP needs both parties to count the other side's on-line failure to detect the on-line
guessing attack. However, this is the shared requirement of all password protocols.
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Protocol
Steps
A-EKE
7 (+4)
B-SPEKE 4 (+1)
SRP
4 (+1)
GXY
4 (+1)
SNAPI-X 5 (+2)
AuthA
3 (+0)
PAK-X
3 (+0)
AMP
4 (+1)

Large
Blocks
3 (+1)
3 (+1)
2 (+0)
2 (+0)
5 (+3)
2 (+0)
3 (+1)
2 (+0)

Exponentiations
Client Server Parallel
4 (+2) 4 (+2) 6 (+3)
3 (+1) 4 (+2) 6 (+3)
3 (+1) 3 (+1) 4 (+1)
4 (+2) 3 (+1) 5 (+2)
5 (+3) 4 (+2) 7 (+4)
4 (+2) 3 (+1) 6 (+3)
4 (+2) 4 (+2) 8 (+5)
2 (+0) 2 (+0) 3 (+0)

Random Numbers
Client Server
1 (+0) 1 (+0)
1 (+0) 2 (+1)
1 (+0) 1 (+0)
1 (+0) 1 (+0)
2 (+1) 3 (+2)
1 (+0) 1 (+0)
1 (+0) 2 (+1)
1 (+0) 1 (+0)

Table 1: Comparisons of Veri er-based Protocols

4.3 Comparisons to Others
AMP is rigorously compared to the existing veri er-based protocols such as A-EKE, B-

SPEKE, SRP, GXY, SNAPI-X, AuthA and PAK-X[8, 19, 40, 22, 28, 6, 10]. We disregard
the security issue because all of them are believed secure.
Table 1 compares them with regard to several eciency factors such as the number of
protocol steps, large message blocks, and exponentiations. The random number is given as a
subsidiary reference. Protocol steps and large blocks are critical factors to the communication
load, while exponentiations and random numbers are to the computation load. The number of
parallel exponentiations could compare approximately the amount of protocol execution time.
The large block means a large cryptographic block based on the public-key cryptography such
as the Die-Hellman exponential or the RSA message. The value in parenthesis implies the
di erence from the most ecient one that is denoted by bold characters.
As we can see in Table 1, AMP can be expected as the most ecient veri er-based protocol because it has the minimum values mostly. Note that AMPi and AMPn are a little more
ecient than AMP while AMP+ is a little less ecient than AMP. Also note that AMP++
adds one more random number (and one more paralle exponentiation for explicit salt). Let
us review the other related-protocols and discuss the superiority of AMP. Comparisons of
AMPn to the related protocols such as EKE, SPEKE, SNAPI, PAK[7, 18, 28, 10] under their
naked assumption, are skipped in this document. However, the comparison result must be
also explicit.
A-eke. Bellovin and Merrit introduced the rst veri er-based protocol, A-EKE in 1993[8].

In A-EKE, the symmetric encryption required p very close to 2n where n is a bit-length of p,
and random data to be padded to ll the block size[7]. A certi ed generator[32] and a digital signature scheme such as ElGamal [14] or p-NEW signature[30] were hard requirements.
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A-EKE has many protocol steps and exponentiations, and requires a safe prime modulus.
B-speke. Jablon proposed B-SPEKE, the veri er-based augmentation of SPEKE, in 1997[18,

19]. A-SPEKE was an A-EKE based extention of SPEKE while B-extention was better than
A-extention[19]. Among the set of B-SPEKE, the combined B-SPEKE was the most optimized so that it is compared in Table 1. However, it required relatively heavy (parallel)
exponentiations, and needed a server to choose another random number and a safe prime
modulus. The parallel B-SPEKE allowed four parallel exponentiations but with requiring six
message exchanges[19].
Srp. Wu proposed SRP that was notable in its practical approach, in 1998[40]. The bench-

mark showed its superiority to the earlier schemes[40]. Actually, SRP had been the most
ecient veri er-based protocol before AMP was developed. SRP did not agree to the DieHellman exponential and was not favorable to the generalization, especially in the elliptic
curve group. However, we can say SRP is a reasonably ecient and reliable veri er-based
protocol (see Figure 6).
Gxy. Kwon and Song proposed GXY that was derived from SRP but agreed to the Die-

Hellman exponential, in 1999[22]. However, such an agreement was not critical and the
protocol was actually less ecient than SRP. GXY was also not favorable to the generalization. However, GXY has been the base of studying and developing AMP family.
Snapi-X. MacKenzie and Swaminathan introduced the rst provable veri er-based proto-

col, SNAPI-X, in 1999[28]. It was the augmented version of their basic protocol SNAPI. It is
notable in its full proof of security by combining RSA and Die-Hellman scheme. However,
it has the worst results for most factors in Table 1, and has additional constraints on choosing
speci c parameters and export/patent restrictions.
AuthA. Bellare and Rogaway introduced a provable approach, AuthA, by assuming an

ideal cipher in 2000[6]. AuthA, as an extended version of the famous DH-EKE, well de nes
related attributes formally. It reduces her protocol steps without exchanging salt but must
add two more steps to accomodate the existing salt schemes. Coincidentally, its exponentiation sequences and contents are almost the same to GXY[22]. Table 1 also shows such a result.
Pak-X. Boyko, MacKenzie, and Patel introduced the provable veri er-based protocol, PAK-

X, in 2000[10]. PAK-X is notable in its clearly provable approach. PAK-X is the last protocol
in their three kinds of protocols but the only one that uses a veri er. It also reduces the
number of protocol steps without exchanging salt. But instead, it is ranked as the worst
performance protocol regarding the parallel exponentiations in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Graphical Representation of Table 1

Why Amp. Figure 6 rewrites Table 1 graphically so that we can see AMP() has the best

performance. The following items summarize well why AMP is believed the best in this paper.
1. AMP is a secure veri er-based protocol6 and it is provable in the random oracle model.
2. AMP is the most ecient protocol among the existing veri er-based protocols.
3. AMP has the light constraints and is easy to generalize, e.g., in elliptic curve groups for
further eciency.
4. AMP has several variants for accomodating implicit veri er or for pure password-based
authentication.
5. AMP truly allows the Die-Hellman based key agreement; (1) Alice sends gx to Bob
who simply raises it to y with random number e, i.e. g(x+e)y ; (2) Bob sends gy to Alice
by hiding it as (gy )(x+v) while Alice obtains it by ((gy )(x+v) )(x+v), and raises it to x
with random number e, i.e. gy(x+e) .
1

6. AMP is very simple in its structure so that it is easy to understand the protocol.
7. AMP is favorable to upgrading the existing system; AMP accommodates any kinds of
salt schemes without degrading its performance so that the existing password le of
various systems can be upgraded easily.
Only AMPn is a pure password-based protocol. It is also comparable to the well-known related protocols
such as EKE, SPEKE, SNAPI, PAK[7, 18, 28, 10] under the naked assumption such that the protocol is
vulnerable to the password le compromise.
6
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new veri er-based protocol, AMP, for secure password authentication and the Die-Hellman key agreement, by following the previous notable methods.
In addition, we presented several variants of AMP. They are AMPi , AMPn , AMP+ , AMP++ .
Among them, AMPn was a pure password-based protocol rather than a veri er-based protocol. Compared to the similarly secure protocols, AMP was the most ecient one. AMP
holds the provable security, the best eciency, the light constraints, and the generalization
features as its advantages. In addition, it allows an easy integration to the existing systems.
Internet business and commercial services are growing rapidly while personal privacy and
security concerns are slower than those activities. Authentication is undoubtedly very important. Though the hardware-dependent authentication methods are growing steadily, the pure
password authentication scheme is still the most reasonable in a distributed environment, and
the public-key based cryptographic protocol is the best solution for improving its security.
We should note that the only password authentication method can truly authenticate the
human mind over the network. Therefore, we might keep utilizing it over the Internet and in
mobile environments even with the hardware-supported authentication schemes.
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Appendix : Genealogy of Password Protocol
1989

LGSN [26]

1993 TH

DH-EKE

EKE [7]

1992

[7]

A-EKE [8]
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SPEKE

1996
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SNAPI [28]
1999 Boyarsky [9]
SNAPI-X [28]
PAK [10] AMP [23]
2000
PAK-X [10]

Figure 7. Password Authentication Protocols

GXY

[22]

AuthA [6]
7

7
The above genealogy is typically based on the opinion of the author. We analyzed all the protocols
carefully and arranged them in the figure by considering their similarity or improvement. However, each
author of the protocols could have different opinions. At this moment, we would like to make it clear
that the above genealogy is only one of good references.
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